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**Structured Abstract**

**Purpose:** Our long-term goal was to validate whether provider usage of clinical notes can be supported through refinement of automated methods to detect new information, facilitate new information visualization in practice, and optimize Electronic Health Record (EHR) clinical note user interface (UI) design. We sought to develop and validate an automated solution to detect new information in the EHR, consequently making clinicians more efficient, improve decision-making, decrease cognitive load, and potentially increase clinician satisfaction association with using clinical documents in EHR systems.

**Scope:** Increased interoperability of health data systems and EHRs result in rapidly growing volumes of electronic patient data, all of which are instantly made available through electronic interfaces, forcing fundamental changes in workflow, as well as increasing cognitive information processing demands on healthcare providers. We believe that the idea of highlighting new text will allow clinicians to focus on relevant information, yet provide a "lossless" means to access the entire original note.

**Methods:** We used a three-prong approach to classify new versus redundant clinical note information retrieval techniques: 1. Refined computational methods to identify new information; 2. Assess the effect of visualizing new information in a clinical inpatient setting; 3. Discover elements of a rationally designed EHR graphical UI to facilitate clinical document usage in practice.

**Results:** We were successfully able to develop computational models to identify new information, build a robust tool that identifies and captures new information in the clinical inpatient setting of the EHR, as well as conduct a series of usability studies around EHR use patterns with notes and EHR reading patterns by users. We successfully implemented this tool in a test Epic EHR environment at Fairview Health Services and performed pilot testing to determine the value of the tool for clinical patient care. We additionally did extensive usability testing on graphical UIs for ambulatory navigators, note organization for progress notes, and an unstructured clinical document query tool, as well as conducted ethnographic studies on note usage and creation by users within two different EHR systems.
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**Purpose (Objectives of the Study)**

Our long-term goal was to validate whether provider usage of clinical notes can be supported through refinement of automated methods to detect new information, facility of new information visualization in practice, and Electronic Health Record (EHR) clinical note user interface (UI) optimization. EHR systems improve patient care by reducing redundancy in prescribing and computerized ordering but paradoxically also generate other types of information redundancy that lead to information overload. This presents a challenge for clinicians in providing safe and effective care especially with complex patient requiring synthesis of many clinical elements across a lengthy medical history.

While there is much interest in supporting evidence-based medicine, little attention has previously been given to assisting clinicians in navigating and synthesizing growing amounts of electronic data for individual patients. Unstructured narrative text is an important part of modern EHRs. While analyzing a collection of patient’s notes can be formidable, it is necessary for making diagnostic and therapeutic decisions. This process can be hindered by a number of factors:

- Large amounts of redundant information carried over from one note to the next,
- An increasing number of clinical documents providing greater information access but also placing additional cognitive burden on clinicians,
● Cumbersome EHR UI design not optimized for clinical text, and
● Practical constraints of daily practice, particularly limited time for evaluating patients.

We sought to develop and validate an automated solution to detect new information in the EHR, consequently making clinicians more efficient, improve decision-making, decrease cognitive load, and potentially increase clinician satisfaction association with using clinical documents in EHR systems.

Our work was structured into three specific aims:

1. **Refine computational methods to identify new information in clinical notes.**
   We worked to advance existing methodologies and to identify new (and conversely redundant) information in clinical notes through the novel application of probabilistic language modeling enhanced with semantic similarity and relatedness measures.

2. **Assess the effect of visualizing new information in clinical notes in an inpatient hospitalist setting.**
   Through our partnership with Fairview Health Services, we developed an innovative tool for visualizing new information and completed proof of concept testing with three Epic systems users of the new information note visualization tool. This was scaled back from our initial plan to complete a randomized trial with a group of hospitalists due to barriers in implementing our note visualization tool in the EHR with a change in the architecture of the newly upgraded system.

3. **Discover elements of a rationally designed EHR graphical UI to facilitate clinical document usage in practice.**
   We observed clinicians to understand key barriers in using clinical text and learned from current EHR vendor UIs (two separate EHRs and sites). User behavior was also tested with notes having different organizations to understand how this affects their experience with notes.

**Scope**

**Background, Context, Incidence**

With national mandates for universal adoption and “Meaningful Use” (1) of Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems, EHR systems are almost ubiquitous and viewed as vital for healthcare delivery. This is an unprecedented investment in health information technology (HIT) with primary motivations being expectations of improved patient safety, quality of care, and lower costs (2). EHR systems, however, represent both an opportunity and a challenge. Increased interoperability of HIT systems and EHRs result in rapidly growing volumes of electronic patient data, all of which are instantly made available through electronic interfaces, forcing fundamental changes in workflow, as well as increasing cognitive information processing demands on healthcare providers (3).

Information within modern EHR systems includes a mixture of highly structured data such as laboratory measurements, semi-structured templated data, and unstructured narrative or text. While structured data lends itself well to computation and aggregation, it can be difficult to interpret by clinicians due to loss of contextual information (4). Narrative often contains key clinical facts that can potentially be used for secondary care uses such as disease risk assessments when converted to a structured format. While there an important sets of efforts encouraging the collection of more structured data elements where possible for secondary functions and information reuse, the communication of nuanced and detailed patient information with clinical notes in both the inpatient and outpatient settings remains vital for care (5). When a clinician sees a new or complex patient requiring detailed review, the task of analyzing the patient’s many electronic clinical documents is formidable. One of the major challenges with
utilizing these notes is that clinical notes often contain large amounts of redundant information resulting in the situation where clinicians must mentally retrieve and mentally separate out the relevant new information from the rest of the note.

Introduction of HIT in any domain including healthcare transforms reasoning and alters workflow. Consistent with this is the recommendation from the informatics community that EHR systems should facilitate communication and information flow (6). While principles for visualization and interaction with structured EHR data elements are reported (7), little is known about the underlying cognitive processes used by healthcare providers daily in digesting and utilizing clinical notes. Despite section-based organization of clinical notes in most EHR systems, many clinicians believe that it is actually harder to find information of interest among many daily or episodic electronic clinical notes than in paper records.

For example, searching for an Infectious Disease consult note for an inpatient case after a 2-week hospital stay can be more difficult to find in an EHR system, whereas characteristic penmanship of the consultant could be readily identified in the paper chart (8). To use EHR systems effectively, clinicians must alter how they normally conceptualize and interact with the patient record (a.k.a., cognitive model) – a difficult and time-consuming process. Electronic clinical text in practice also often suffers greatly from “cutting-and-pasting” of redundant information and templated formats which automatically “pull in” information indiscriminately regardless of the significance of this information to the patient’s condition (9). While this automation expedites documentation for billing and insurance purposes, the resulting redundancy of information may hurt downstream clinician consumers who must use these unfiltered notes to synthesize a patient’s history and relevant pertinent positive and negative clinical elements all of which are used to formulate an appropriate diagnostic and/or therapeutic assessment and plan (5).

Cognitive load represents the cognitive resources utilized for learning, thinking, reasoning, and problem solving (10). All these activities rely on working memory that has limited information storage capacity and is prone to distractions and error resulting in poorer performance (11). A high cognitive load on working memory is influenced by the kind and amount of new information (extrinsic cognitive load) and the complexity of information (intrinsic cognitive load). A high cognitive load with computer systems can significantly interfere with user performance (12). In the clinical setting, additional contributing factors to this high cognitive load may include EHR system graphical UI designs not optimized for presenting information in clinical reports (6), high-stress, time-limited nature of clinical encounters (13, 14), and greater numbers of elderly patients with comorbidities requiring multidisciplinary care (also generating more clinical notes).

Information from clinical notes is central for patient summarization and clinical decision-making for providers caring for patients (15). While some have examined general decision-making processes with EHR systems in clinical workflow by providers (16) and others have qualitatively examined electronic note creation (17), processes surrounding consumption of clinical notes and their specific role in decision-making have not been well defined. In contrast to work in computational linguistics which focuses upon automated summarization of texts where information is extracted and separated from source the texts (15, 18-20), the idea of creating automated tools to visualize information within clinical notes “in situ” remains largely unexplored as does focused research into the optimal presentation of clinical notes in EHR system UI. We believe that the idea of highlighting new text with these techniques will offer significant advantages to summarization as they allow the clinicians to focus on relevant information, yet provide a “lossless” means to access the entire original note. Automated methods to classify text as new versus redundant could also potentially improve clinical note information retrieval
techniques for research and other secondary uses of notes (21, 22).

Setting
Our study took place primarily at the University of Minnesota, with several sub-award institutions for associated work and expertise. The University of Minnesota is closely aligned with Fairview Health Services and houses their research-based data within the University of Minnesota Clinical Data Repository (CDR). The CDR is housed in a secure, PHI-compliant data environment. In addition, ethnographic experiments were held at Fairview Health Services and the Veteran’s Administration Health System (in Minneapolis). Sub-award institutions included Fairview Health Services, Allina Health, and the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Participants
Study participants were practicing clinicians who used the Epic EHR within the University of Minnesota Medical Center and the Veteran’s Administration Health System.

Methods
Study Design
Our study aims center on improving the ability of clinicians to elucidate knowledge and to improve the use of clinical notes in practice for more effective patient care.

Specific Aim 1: Refine computational methods to identify new information in clinical notes
We developed automated methods for identifying clinically relevant new versus redundant information in EHR clinical notes through a statistical language model (n-grams model) modified with heuristic rules. This consisted of developing an expert-curated gold standard; developing and evaluating automatic methods; applying the best method to identify various types (i.e., new medication, new findings, new procedures) of clinically relevant new information in clinical notes; and quantifying and comparing redundancy across subject matter domain groups in the clinical setting.

Longitudinal electronic clinic notes were retrieved from the Fairview Health Services CDR at the University of Minnesota, and randomly selected 40 patients with multiple comorbidities, allowing for relatively large numbers of longitudinal records in the outpatient clinic setting. A corpus of 591 progress notes were arranged chronologically and manually reviewed by 4th year medical students asked to use their clinical judgment to identify clinically relevant new information within each patient document, starting from the second document during an inpatient stay. The first note reviewed was typically the History & Physical Exam note, and used as a baseline for new information detection on the following notes. New information was identified and catalogued in the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) software. GATE allows for the creation of a customized annotation schema for the annotation of text and XML outputs through a graphical user interface.

We used our previously developed clinical NLP system to process clinical text and to deal with key clinical text issues including lexical normalization (i.e., open source Lexical Variant Generation (LVG) (23) for medical words), and isolation of punctuation and other formatting (24). We developed n-gram models with and without semantic similarity algorithms, focusing on bigram models. We adapted various discounting algorithms (such as Laplace, Good-Turning, and Ney-Essen) to calculate the probability of bigrams. An optimal threshold probability value was used to identify new versus redundant information. In addition, we adapted semantic similarities algorithms to identify concepts who are semantically identical or close. Note
redundancy between various specialties was evaluated on 71,021 outpatient notes and 64,695 inpatient notes from 500 solid organ transplant patients (April 2015 through August 2015).

**Specific Aim 2: Assess the effect of visualizing new information in clinical notes in an inpatient hospitalist setting**

The objective of this aim was to evaluate the efficacy of a visualization tool that will highlight new information in the inpatient setting with a formal prospective randomized trial with hospitalist clinicians. While originally intended to be a formal randomized trial, work on this aim was hindered by a number of factors. These include the development of a highly similar tool within the Epic EHR, difficulties in implementing our tool in the production zone of the Epic EHR at Fairview Health Services, and quality control issues with implementing our tool in the Epic EHR.

We performed two experiments examining how physicians read electronic progress notes, focusing on how section order impacts the experience of reading and reviewing notes. An EHR system prototype was populated with four deidentified patient cases that had nine progress notes per case. The notes were designed so that they could be presented to participants in the system with standard note sections presented in different orders. Participants were asked to review the notes for each case and provide a brief verbal summary. For each case, notes were presented to participants in section order. The four orders were: SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment, plan), APSO (assessment, plan subjective, objective), SAPO (subjective, assessment, plan, objective) and mix (three of each of the previous note types). After each case, participants completed the NASA-TLX instrument. After all four cases, participants completed a survey about their experience reading and reviewing notes and a brief interview.

In one experiment, 23 participants completed the experiment. We collected data about how long it took the participants to read each case, summarize each case, time spent scrolling and workload for each order. We also analyzed qualitative data about participants experience reading and review notes.

In the second experiment, 7 participants completed the experiment while wearing an eye tracking device. We coded the videos and analyzed data related to glace duration, number of glances, and time to first fixation for each section. We also analyzed the verbal summaries to determine what section in the notes contained the information participants noted in the verbal summary to see if there was a relationship between time spent glancing at a section and including information from that section in the summary.

We were able to implement our tool into a test environment of the Epic EHR at Fairview Health Services and completed proof of concept testing with user participants. Pilot testing was comprised of having potential users view the tool and provide feedback (25).

We were able to leverage the technology infrastructure of this project to help develop an NLP system for clinical researchers, NLP-PIER (patient information extraction for research) (26, 27). See also Specific Aim 3.

**Specific Aim 3: Discover elements of a rationally designed EHR graphical UI to facilitate clinical document usage in practice**

We successfully leveraged two sets of providers at two sites with two EHRs for our first set of work. We conducted a series of ethnographic observations using 12 residents (2nd through 4th year) using the University of Minnesota Epic EHR and the Veterans Affairs Health Care System CPRS Vista EHR (28). Qualitative and quantitative clinical documentation process data was collected focusing on clinical note data entry and reading/retrieval tasks. Direct observation was
used to collect data regarding user behaviors, their workflow and EHR usage centering on different uses and tasks associated with clinical documentation. Following data collection, Ethnographic Content Analysis was performed with integrated qualitative-quantitative research designs using NVivo Version 10.1.3 (29). High level themes were deduced through review and coded at a more granular level for note type, task performed, style adopted, and time to task.

We additionally performed several usability studies around task centered user interface design to develop clinical document UI. In one study, scenario based usability testing on two high fidelity simulated test patient charts in an Epic test environment replicating design and functionality of real work environments (30). We tested two user groups of physicians (n=14): attendings (n=8) and residents (n=6).

We performed usability testing to determine how physicians prefer to read progress notes and how clinicians access other clinical data information (31, 32). This included performing usability testing of two versions of an ambulatory navigator set to Meaningful Use requirements. We performed this testing at the University of Minnesota Academic Health Center with resident physicians in their 2nd to 4th years of training (n=8). Participants were asked to use think-aloud methods while performing tasks and data was analyzed for quantitative time to analyze the patient cases, perceived complexity of each case via the Single Ease Question, and usability of the navigator via the Systems Usability Score rating. Second, we analyzed the navigation pathways (clicks) that participants took through the navigators to locate assigned areas where they could complete tasks. Third, sessions were recorded and reviewed and coded for themes.

Our work on how providers access and search for clinical data information happened through usability testing of an unstructured clinical document query tool for researchers, called Natural Language Processing – Patient Information Extraction for Researchers (NLP-PIER) (33-35). NLP-PIER consists of full text search and structured Lucene queries that are build on United Medical Language System (UMLS) Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) (36). NLP-PIER is housed within the UMN Academic Health Center - Information Exchange in a secure PHI compliant environment. A convenience sample of eleven clinical research faculty participated in the study. screen capture software was used to record sessions (37). Participants were logged into NLP-PIER and were given a tour of the interface. Each participant was given an opportunity to ask questions. Participants were also provided with a “tip sheet” of helpful hints. This was done to partially mimic “real-world” setting, where participants would have time to test out the interface and ask questions of colleagues. The first part of the usability assessment consisted of each participant completing two sets of tasks in the full text search interface. Following completion of tasks, participants completed the SUS (38) and raw NASA-TLX (39) surveys. Part two of the assessment was completed in the concept search interface. Similarly, participants completed two different sets of tasks using this interface. Participants then completed the SUS and NASA-TLX surveys as well as a demographic survey and a brief interview. To analyze participant opinions and feedback, we conducted interviews with participants.

Data Sources/Collection
Fairview Health Services is an integrated healthcare network with a number of direct affiliations with the University of Minnesota (UMN). Fairview is a large not-for-profit health care system in Minnesota with 12 hospitals and over 56 outpatient clinics. Fairview has been using Epic as its EHR system in its hospitals and clinics for over 5 years. Fairview maintains an electronic clinical data warehouse that is shared with the University of Minnesota for research purposes. We utilized progress notes, admission and discharge notes, and consultation notes in the inpatient and outpatient setting to develop methodologies to identify new information within subsequent progress notes for inpatient stays within the Fairview Health System.
Limitations
There are several limitations to our approach and this research. First, accurately identifying redundant information in clinical documentation using a hybrid of rule-based techniques and machine learning approaches poses a number of limitations on performance rates. Most profoundly, it is difficult to create an accurate gold standard upon which clinicians agree, and to discern accuracy at the corpus level. Additionally, during the development of our tool, Epic Systems implemented a similar copy/paste functionality tool directly in the EHR. This provided challenges in proving differences between the functionality of our tool versus Epic’s iteration. There were further challenges in creating infrastructure to support the live implementation of our tool within the production zone of the Epic EHR at Fairview Health Services. Subsequently, Aim #2 had substantial delays and it was not possible to run a prospective randomized clinical trial. Our findings do provide insights and lessons learned to inform best practices for building UIs and implementing EHR-based tools in future.

Results
Principal Findings
We were successfully able to build a robust tool that identifies and captures new information in the clinical inpatient setting of the EHR. We successfully implemented this tool and tested it in the Epic EHR at Fairview Health Services and performed pilot testing to determine the value of the tool for clinical patient care. We additionally did extensive usability testing on graphical UIs for ambulatory navigators, note organization with progress notes, and an unstructured clinical document query tool. The grant also supported the development of an NLP tool for researchers and studies around literature-based discovery.

Outcomes
While we encountered a number of challenges in implementing our tool into real-time production Epic EHR, we feel this work drives the discipline forward in identifying metrics to decrease clinical care burden on physicians and is echoed in the efforts of Epic Systems to create a highly similar tool to be implemented in their EHR system.

Specific Aim 1: Refine computational methods to identify new information in clinical notes
In support of specific aim 1, we have built a development platform and deployed this platform in research environments of the Fairview Epic EHR with the assistance of Epic Corporation. Following the integration within BioMedICUS of all rich text format (RTF) notes, we have integrated all historic RTF clinical notes (over 90M) into the overall platform. This platform has been expanded to include procedures, signs and symptoms, and medication visualization. These methods have been formally evaluated.

We developed automated methods to identify redundancy in clinical inpatient and outpatient records from the Fairview Health Services Epic EHR (40, 41) through a three-part methodological approach consisting of: developing a reference standard of new information with associated information type; identification of new information using an n-gram modeling technique for modified clinical texts; and extraction of semantic types and key terms from identified new information. Automated methods were then compared to the manually created reference standard. Our best method achieved at best performance of 0.87 recall, 0.62 precision, and 0.72 F-measure. Addition of semantic similarity metrics compared to baseline improved recall but otherwise resulted in similar performance.

In inpatient notes, sections with the most clinically relevant new information were Physical Exam (33%), Assessment & Plan (27%), and Medication (14%) (42). In outpatient notes, sections with
most clinically relevant new information were Problem (34%), Medication (32%), and Laboratory Results (17%) (43). Finally, our work “Detecting Clinically Relevant New Information in Clinical Notes Across Specialties and Settings” published in *BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making* (44) worked to quantify redundancy using automated methods between clinical specialties found overall redundancy rates of 64.3% in clinical notes by various subject matter domains including Emergency Medicine, Critical Care Medicine, Surgery, Pediatrics, and other specialties represented in 71,021 outpatient notes and 64,695 inpatient notes. A comparison was done to determine rates of irrelevant information in inpatient versus outpatient clinical notes. While outpatient and inpatient notes had relatively similar levels of high redundancy (61% and 68% respectively), redundancy differed by author specialty with mean redundancy of 75%, 66%, 57%, and 55% observed in pediatric, internal medicine, psychiatry, and surgical notes, respectively. This comparison revealed similar rates of redundancy between clinical settings (76%) (42).

In addition to visualizing new information in text, we expanded our methods beyond clinical documents to develop methods to visualize drug-drug and drug-supplement interactions. This work was expanded to evaluate associations between drug-drug interactions and drug-supplement interactions present in biomedical literature and the clinical EHR (45-47). Related semantic predication and machine-learning methods were used to extract potential interaction pathways and were evaluated by expert review. Our literature-based discovery demonstrated the value of leveraging automated methods to yield both known and unknown drug-supplement interactions, with a specific focus on the CYP450 gene family (45). This work was expanded to identify drug-supplement interactions in the EHR, identifying that approximately 40% of listed medications were related to supplements for our dataset, and that over 60% of related supplement terms cannot be mapped to UMLS CUIs (46). This demonstrates a need for better documentation representation of potentially dangerous drug-supplement interactions. When identifying drug-drug interactions in outpatient notes, we found 14 unknown pairs of interacting drugs in the medication list of clinical data after physician selection of interesting predications, in addition to a number of known drug-drug interactions (47).

This work was further expanded to detect infusion-related reaction (IRR) and specifically to visualize their occurrences associated with the drug treatment for breast cancer patients (48). Similar to new information, this visualization would potentially assist clinicians to improve patient safety and help researchers model IRRs and analyze their risk factors. We developed and evaluated a phenotyping algorithm to detect IRRs for breast cancer patients. We also designed a visualization prototype to render IRR patients’ medications, lab tests, and vital signs over time. By comparing with the 42 randomly selected doses that are manually labeled by a domain expert, the sensitivity, positive predictive value, specificity, and negative predictive value of the algorithms are 69%, 60%, 79%, and 85%, respectively. Using the algorithm, an incidence of 6.4% of patients and 1.8% of doses for docetaxel, 8.7% and 3.2% of doxorubicin, 10.4% and 1.2% for paclitaxel, 16.1% and 1.1% for trastuzumab were identified retrospectively. The incidences estimated are consistent with related studies. In addition, we proposed three phenotyping algorithms to assess breast cancer patients’ susceptibility to cardiotoxicity caused by five first-line antineoplastic drugs: (1) casual phenotype model to predict the patients’ risk of cardiotoxicity as the difference between heart disease risks with exposure and non-exposure to the drugs; (2) regular predictive model; (3) combined predictive model of the above two models (49). Concordances for the three methods were 0.60, 0.62, and 0.68. When considering all exposed patients, concordances were 0.66, 0.58, and 0.65 at 280 days after treatment. The study demonstrates the potential utility of causal phenotyping.
Specific Aim 2: Assess the effect of visualizing new information in clinical notes in an inpatient hospitalist setting

Our studies on note section ordering revealed several insights into how physicians review clinical notes (50, 51). Our initial study on time to read and review notes demonstrated differences in reading time between section orders with the mixed order taking the longest time for physicians to review (50). Qualitatively, participants reported frustrations with auto-populated data and with notes being inconsistent. In the eye tracking study (52), we identified wide variability in the way in which participants read notes, with the strongest variability occurring with the mixed order. Our study indicates that participants read notes in a fragmented way. There was no relationship between time spent reading a section and including information from that section in the verbal summary.

While we were unable to implement a full-scale prospective randomized clinical trial to test our system, we made significant headway in understanding institutional requirements for building HIT infrastructure that supports real-time clinical decision support within the EHR. The collaboration between UMN, Fairview, and Epic made it possible to deploy our tool in research environments in order to do pilot testing that will be presented in March 2019 at the American Medical Informatics Association Informatics Summits. Significant planning was completed as well as piloting functionality to select end-user physicians. In preparation for formal evaluation, we completed a usability study of a clinical researcher interface with EHR notes as well as a controlled study of note reading patterns when progress notes are arranged with different types of organization.

We also assessed system usability for an ambulatory navigator to test our approach and instruments with a different set of EHR system functionality (33-35) (see Specific Aim 3). When assessing system usability of the NLP-PIER clinical document search engine, clinician researchers stated that this tool would be useful for their research (33). NLP-PIER is equipped with a full-text search interface and UMLS CUI interface (53). SUS scores were 69.4 and 66.1 respectively, with NASA-TLX scores of 18.8 and 21.8 respectively (33). These scores indicate marginal usability. We have since incorporated feedback from this study into design for the next release of NLP-PIER.

Specific Aim 3: Discover elements of a rationally designed EHR graphical UI to facilitate clinical document usage in practice

In our ethnographic experiments, we found lower satisfaction rates with EHR usage correlated with increasing clinical experience in years based on the Systems Usability Scoring system (28). Our study examined residents and attendings in a naturalistic setting that demonstrated several key patterns of EHR usage with note reading and note creation. For note entry, we examined five templates for History and Physical Exam notes, six templates for progress notes, and five templates for discharge summaries. Users typically prefer a single note writing style and do not deviate from their preferred template.

We found that note reading pattern relied heavily on stimulus initiating the task. We characterized seven reading patterns for History and Physical Exam notes, seven reading patterns for progress notes, and two reading patterns for discharge summaries (30). Note reading patterns were not always indicative of note writing patterns, and demonstrate that providers have different workflows and needs when reading a note as opposed to writing a note. This demonstrates need to decouple note order display in the EHR from note writing order.

In the bake-off between the Epic EHR and CPRS Vista EHR (28), we found similar amounts of time were spent doing note entry for each note type, with History and Physical Exam notes
taking the most time (mean 39 and 42 minutes, respectively), and progress notes taking the least time (mean 11 and 12 minutes, respectively) (28).
Patient 1 Tasks:
1. Enter Chief Complaint
2. Review home medications
3. Preview past medical history and enter a new diagnosis
4. Enter a progress note
5. Change prescription for sumatriptan
6. Prescribe fluoxetine and associate with anxiety
7. Check adverse reaction
8. Search for and select pharmacy

Patient 2 Tasks:
1. Enter Chief complaint
2. Review past surgical history
3. Review father's status and medical history, add diabetes
4. Identify what health maintenance goals are outstanding
5. Order a two-view chest x-ray and associate with a diagnosis of asthma with exacerbation
6. Order follow-up in 6 weeks
7. Route to primary care physician

Patient 3 Tasks:
1. Enter Chief complaint
2. Review past surgical history
3. Review father's status and medical history, add diabetes
4. Identify what health maintenance goals are outstanding
5. Order a two-view chest x-ray and associate with a diagnosis of asthma with exacerbation
6. Order follow-up in 6 weeks
7. Route to primary care physician
8. Write patient instructions
9. Review and print AVS
Our study testing two versions of an ambulatory navigator resulted in mixed preferences in navigators based on SUS scores (31, 32). Several users also took longer to complete the assigned tasks in the new navigator compared with the old navigator. There was a slight preference for the new navigator, although this was not statistically significant (32). We analyzed navigator pathways for the original navigator to provide a better understanding how numerous pathways are used for accomplishing many tasks. Between two and five pathways were used for each task, and for certain tasks other pathways were available but not used by participants. Regardless of which navigator was used, there was little standardization observed in navigation pathways between participants. We additionally identified several links and buttons available in the original navigator that were not utilized by participants (40 available; 11 used) (32).
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